A planar space structure suspended by multi-tethers is one candidate for large and lightweight structures. For such flexible structures, coupling phenomena between structural deformation and attitude motion must be considered. In the present paper, the dynamic characteristics of a planar structure suspended by multi-tethers are investigated. Simulation results reveal that the coupling occurs for low tether stiffness. In addition, it is shown that the coupling can also occur if a number of the tethers become slack. Thermal deformation of the planar structure is one cause of tether slack. Thermal deformation and the induced attitude motion are also investigated. It is shown that roll and yaw motions become unstable due to thermal deformation. Finally, we modify the condition of the connection between sub-panels in order to reduce the overall thermal deformation, and it is confirmed that large deformation can be inhibited by the modification. 
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Introduction
Increased size is one of the tendencies of recent space structures such as space antennas, space telescopes, the International Space Station (ISS) and the Space Solar Power System (SSPS). In the present paper, we focus on large planar structures that have a wide area. Due to lightweight requirements, these large planar structures tend to be flexible. A planar space structure suspended by multi-tethers is a candidate for such large and lightweight structures.
For large and flexible space structures, the deformation of the structure could affect the attitude motion. Although the coupling between structural deformation/vibration and attitude motion for long and narrow structures has been investigated extensively [1] [2] [3] , research of planar structures is less common [4] . Furthermore, in the planar structures stabilized by tensile forces, tether slack is a significant problem because the dynamic characteristics of such structures could change drastically when the tension of any of the tethers becomes zero. Thermal deformation is one cause of tether slack. Few studies have investigated the effect of thermal deformation on attitude motion for structures other than one-dimensional structures such as long solar-arrays and flexible booms [5] [6] [7] . In the present paper, the dynamic characteristics of a planar structure suspended by multi-tethers are investigated. In addition to it, the thermal deformation of the structure and the induced attitude motion are also analyzed.
The investigated structure is a planar structure suspended by multi-tethers, as shown in Fig. 1 , the configuration of which is similar to that of the SSPS [8] [9] proposed by ISAS/JAXA and USEF. The SSPS is a representative of the structures discussed in the present paper. The SSPS consists of a bus, a panel and multiple tethers. The system utilizes passive gravity-gradient stabilization and has multi-tethers arranged as in a suspension bridge. The entire system consists of small sub-panels that are suspended by tethers at the corners. The SSPS is assumed to be constructed in LEO (500 [km] ) and operated in GEO. Due to the similarity, the natural frequency of attitude motion of the analyzed model is almost identical to that of the SSPS. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive Lagrange's equation of motion of the space structure. In the equation, attitude motion, orbital motion and the panel deformation including thermal one are considered. In Section 3, fundamental dynamic characteristics of the structure are shown. At first in the section, natural frequencies and mode shapes at the equilibrium point are calculated to evaluate the coupling between structural deformation and attitude motion. Next, the effect of tether stiffness on the natural frequency is investigated. In Section 4, the effect of tether slack due to thermal deformation is studied. We calculate natural frequencies and mode shapes for the structure with tether slack due to thermal deformation. Furthermore in the section, to demonstrate the coupling between structural deformation and attitude motion, dynamic simulations with periodic thermal input in orbit are carried out. In Section 5, we propose a modified planar structure that can release the thermal deformation locally in order to suppress overall deformation. The effectiveness is shown through numerical simulation. Finally, in Section 6, we offer some concluding remarks. 
Analytical Model 2.1. Model parameters
The parameters of the analyzed structure are listed in Table 1 . The panel is constructed of sandwich panels formed by two thin skins (0.5 [mm]) separated by 0.1 [m] . In the analysis, the bus is modeled as a particle, and the tethers are modeled as mass-less nonlinear springs having spring constants that become zero at compression. The panel is modeled using FEM with 12 DOFs plate-bending elements. Because the natural frequency of in-plane bending is so much higher than that of out-of-plane bending, the panel may be regarded as rigid during in-plane motion. The panel is divided into sub-panels (100×100 [m]), the corners of which are suspended by tethers. The sub-panel is modeled as one finite element with 12 DOFs. The nodes are numbered as shown in Fig. 2 . The vertical distance between the bus and the panel is set to 5.8 [km] when the tethers are of natural length. The natural length of each tether is defined as the distance between each sub-panel node and the bus when the panel is flat with no deformation and the tethers bear no load. If the distance between each node and the bus becomes less than the natural length of tether, then the tether is defined to be slack and its spring constant is set to zero. θ θ θ and displacement vector at all nodes δ are used. Because the satellite is earth oriented, the satellite attitude is described by Euler angles with respect to the orbital coordinate. The x, y and z axes of the body coordinate system fixed at the mass center of the whole satellite correspond to the roll, pitch and yaw axes, respectively ( Fig. 1 ). In the body coordinate system, the z axis is parallel to the line passing through the mass centers of the panel and the bus. The x and y axes are parallel to the projected edges of the panel on x-y plane. The displacement vector at all nodes δ is defined as follows: Using the generalized coordinates, the energies can be derived as follows: 
where l C δ corresponds to the displacement of the center of mass of the entire panel.
where the subscript e denotes the variables of each finite element.
In the derivation, thermal stress is considered under the assumption of uniform temperature difference between the top and bottom sides of the panel. 
Using kinetic energy, potential energy and strain energy, Lagrange's equation of motion is derived. Under the assumption that , , w l are so small that the higher orders of these terms can be neglected, the following equation of motion is obtained:
where
, and the subscripts m, g, p, t and T indicate the terms caused by kinetic energy, gravitational potential energy, strain energy of the panel, strain energy of the tethers and thermal stress, respectively. The damping ratio in the first mode of structural vibration is used as structural damping. The damping matrix p t + C C is defined as follows:
where 1 ω is the natural angular frequency of the first mode.
Fundamental Dynamic Characteristics 3.1. Natural Frequency at the Equilibrium Point
At first, the panel deformation at the equilibrium point of Eq. (2) without temperature difference between the top and bottom sides is shown in Fig. 3 . The origin of the z axis and ij w is determined in the state without tether elongation. Therefore, deformation along the +z axis at each node corresponds to tether elongation. Please note that the direction of ij w is the opposite of the z axis. Here, the connecting rigidity between sub-panels is assumed to be as stiff as the panel itself, indicating one large flexible panel suspended by multi-tethers. In this case, tether elongation is within 50 [cm] at LEO, and 2.1 [mm] at GEO. In Fig.  3 , all tethers are elongated, and so no tethers are slack. However, slack tethers may occur as a result of dynamic panel deformation because the tether elongation is not so large. Figure 4 shows the distribution of tether tension in the case of LEO. The bar length and direction indicate the tension of tethers normalized by maximum tension and the direction of the tension, respectively. In the case of LEO, the maximum tension is only 35 [N] . The tension of the tethers is in approximate proportion to the panel deformation along the -z axis at each node. A bar length of zero indicates a slack tether. However, Fig. 4 shows no slack tethers. Next, the natural frequencies around the equilibrium point and the corresponding mode shapes at LEO and GEO are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Here, the amplitude of panel deformation is assumed to be small enough not to cause slack tethers. In this case, coupling between panel bending and attitude motion is not observed because the natural frequency of panel bending is sufficiently higher than that of attitude motion if no tethers are slack. In the first mode of panel bending of Figs. 5 and 6, the center of the panel becomes a node. This is because the natural lengths of the tethers near the center of the panel are shorter than those at the outer edge of the panel, and the spring constant of the tethers is higher near the center. Thus, dynamic characteristics such as the natural frequency and the mode shapes of this structure are mainly determined by the spring constant of the tethers. Therefore, in the next section, we investigate the relationship between the tether stiffness and the coupling effect. 
Effect of tether stiffness on the natural frequency
In order to investigate the effect of tether stiffness on natural frequency, the natural frequencies and the mode shapes are calculated for tethers of various diameters. The relationship between tether diameter and natural frequencies is shown in Fig. 7 . The equilibrium states differ depending on the tether diameter. Because the natural frequencies of the first and second modes of panel bending are very similar, they appear to overlap in Fig. 7 . From the figure, the natural frequencies of panel bending are shown to be of the same order as the natural frequency of attitude motion if the tether diameter is less than 3e-4 [m] at LEO. At GEO, however, the natural frequencies of panel bending are much higher than that of attitude motion if the tether diameter is within the range considered herein.
As examples, the natural frequencies and mode shapes for tethers of 2e-4 [m] in diameter at LEO and GEO are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. Figure 8 shows that panel bending is observed in the mode shapes of attitude motions and that attitude motions are observed in the panel bending. That is, coupling between structural deformation and attitude motion occurs in the case of tether diameters of 2e-4 [m] at LEO. In Fig. 9 , however, no panel bending is observed in the mode shapes of attitude motions, although attitude motions are observed in the mode shapes of the panel bending. Therefore, it is shown that attitude motion without structural deformation can exists, even though low modes of panel bending without attitude motion can not exist in the case of tether diameters of 2e-4 [m] at GEO. 
Effect of Tether Slack due to Thermal Deformation 4.1. Natural frequency with thermal deformation
In the previous section, it is shown that the coupling between structural deformation and attitude motion could occur for the small tether diameters. When the coupling occurs, periodic input to the structure, such as thermal input, could have an adverse influence on the attitude motion. Thermal deformation could also cause tether slack. The effect of tether slack on the natural frequency may be similar to the effect of the decrease of tether diameter. Therefore, thermal deformation induced by thermal input should be considered for further investigation.
In this section, panel deformation due to thermal stress and tether slack is investigated. A preliminary survey shows that the temperature difference between top and bottom sides of panel T δ (temperature of the bottom side of the panel subtracted from that of the top side of the panel) would vary from approximately +25 to -30 [°C], depending on the angle of the panel with respect to the sun. If the connecting rigidity between sub-panels is as stiff as the panel itself, then a large deformation is caused by temperature difference T δ . However, small temperature differences are tried in the following analysis in order to hold true the presuppositions of small strain and small deformation. If the tether slack and the coupling occurs due to the small temperature differences, larger scale or more complicated slack and the coupling would also be expected for the large temperature differences such as +25 and -30℃.
As an example, the panel deformation for
is shown in Fig. 10 . When the temperature of the bottom side is higher than that of the top side, the edges of the panel are warped upward and most of displacements ij w have positive values, except for some nodes near the center of the panel. The distribution of tether tension of this case is shown in Fig. 11 , where the maximum tension is 177 [N] . The many tethers are slack at peripheral nodes. If most of the tethers are slack as in this case, the natural frequency of panel bending is expected to decrease greatly. 13 and 14) . In this case, the maximum tension is 40 [N] . Comparing Figs. 6 and 15 reveals that the order of magnitude of the natural frequencies of panel bending is reduced by one, becoming similar to those of attitude motion. Therefore, weak coupling between panel bending and attitude motion (roll/pitch) is observed in the mode shapes of panel bending (Fig. 15). 
Dynamic simulations
In this section, dynamic simulations are carried out to investigate the attitude motion induced by periodic thermal input followed by orbital motion. Equation (2) is integrated numerically with the initial conditions shown in Table 2 . As the periodic thermal input, the temperature difference between top and bottom sides of the panel is set in accordance with orbital motion (Fig. 16) . Table 2 Initial conditions   Euler angles: , , In Fig.17 , induced attitude motion with respect to the amplitude of the periodic thermal input is summarized. The amplitude of the periodic thermal input varies from 1/10 to equi-multiple of that shown in Fig. 16 . The horizontal axis in Fig. 17 shows the normalized amplitude of the periodic thermal input. The induced attitude motion is evaluated by the maximum angle in 10 periods of orbit. Though applied amplitude is not so large compared with the value preliminary surveyed (from +25 to -30 [°C]), the induced attitude motion increases according to the increase of the thermal input. Furthermore, divergent tendencies are observed in the case of large thermal input. As a representative result, the time histories of panel deformation and Euler angles are obtained as shown in Figs. 18 and 19 . In these results, the periodic thermal input in Fig. 16 is applied. The results correspond to the right end in Fig.17 . Due to the periodic thermal input, the panel deforms and vibrates largely as shown in Fig.18 In order to reduce the thermal deformation, localization of overall deformation is attempted. In order to relax the overall thermal deformation, the condition of the connection between sub-panels is modified. In the original model, the connecting rigidity between sub-panels is as stiff as the panel itself. Therefore, translational and rotational displacements are continuous between sub-panels at the edges. In the modified model shown in Fig. 20 , the connection between sub-panels is changed to pin joints at the corners where rotation is free but translation is continuous. The panel deformation of the modified model is shown in Fig.  21 tethers in the modified model. The natural frequencies and the mode shapes of the modified model are also confirmed to be very similar to those of Fig. 5 with no slack tethers. As such, the result is not shown here. 
Dynamic simulation for the modified planar structure
In this section, we attempt to show that suppression of slack tethers in the modified model can avoid coupling between panel bending and attitude motion. If the coupling can be avoided, then the thermally induced attitude motion would become small. Dynamic simulations for the modified model are carried out in the manner described in section 4.2. The result is shown in Fig.22 , where the parameters are the same as in Fig. 19(b) . Comparison of Figs. 19(b) and 22 reveals that the thermally induced attitude motion is reduced to within 0.002
±
[rad], which is extremely small. 
Conclusions
Coupling between structural deformation and attitude motion of a large planar space structure suspended by multi-tethers was investigated. As a result, decreased tether stiffness is shown to be one of the dominant factors that lead to this coupling. The effect of tether slack on the natural frequency is similar to that of decreased tether stiffness. Tether slack was shown to be potentially induced by thermal deformation. The simulation revealed the following:
(i) Most tethers could be slacked by periodic thermal input of small amplitude, and attitude motion could be induced by panel bending. (ii) The periodic thermal input could lead to divergent tendencies of the attitude motion, especially with respect to roll and yaw angles. Finally, the planar structure was modified to suppress the overall deformation of the structure. It was shown that the modified planar structure can release thermal deformation locally and suppress tether slack. The natural frequency of the modified structure did not decrease, and as a result, the thermally induced attitude motion becomes sufficiently small. Therefore, the modified planar structure suspended by multi-tethers is a potential candidate for large planar space structures.
